Background: Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) is a fast emerging technology allowing global transcriptome profiling on the single cell level. Cell type identification from scRNA-seq data is a critical task in a variety of research such as developmental biology, cell reprogramming, and cancers. Typically, cell type identification relies on human inspection using a combination of prior biological knowledge (e.g. marker genes and morphology) and computational techniques (e.g. PCA and clustering). Due to the incompleteness of our current knowledge and the subjectivity involved in this process, a small amount of cells may be subject to mislabelling. Results: Here, we propose a semi-supervised learning framework, named scReClassify, for 'post hoc' cell type identification from scRNA-seq datasets. Starting from an initial cell type annotation with potentially mislabelled cells, scReClassify first performs dimension reduction using PCA and next applies a semi-supervised learning method to learn and subsequently reclassify cells that are likely mislabelled initially to the most probable cell types. By using both simulated and real-world experimental datasets that profiled various tissues and biological systems, we demonstrate that scReClassify is able to accurately identify and reclassify misclassified cells to their correct cell types. Conclusions: scReClassify can be used for scRNA-seq data as a post hoc cell type classification tool to fine-tune cell type annotations generated by any cell type classification procedure. It is implemented as an R package and is freely available from https://github.com/SydneyBioX/scReClassify
Background
Accurate identification of cell types from complex tissues across different organisms is critical for research in developmental biology [1] and cell reprogramming [2] . It is also an essential step towards a comprehensive understanding of the formation of complex organs such as heart [3] , brain [4] , and liver [5] , and various cancers [6, 7] . Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq), a technique that allows the transcriptomes of individual cells to be quantified, has become the key enabling technology for profiling cell types [8] . Significant effort and resources have been devoted for cell type profiling, such as the building of the mouse cell atlas [9] and the ongoing effort to generate the human cell atlas [10] , but the accurate identification of the cell types based on scRNA-seq data remains a significant challenge [11] .
Typically, cell types can be identified from scRNAseq data by human inspection using a combination of prior biological knowledge such as marker genes, cell type specific characteristics such as morphologies, physiologies and functions [12, 13] and visualisation and unsupervised computational techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) [14] , self-organizing maps (SOMs) [15] , and various clustering approaches [11, 16, 17] . Although these approaches can often lead to the correct identification of the majority of the cells in a scRNA-seq experiment, a small amount of cells may be mislabelled due to the incompleteness of our current knowledge and the subjectivity involved in the process [18, 19] .
More recently, various supervised learning methods have been proposed for classifying cell types based on large collections of cell atlases [20, 21] , mapping cell types [22, 23] and subtypes [24] across multiple scRNAseq datasets, and predicting cell types in a scRNA-seq dataset by transfer learning from multiple related scRNAseq datasets [25] . While these developments create new avenues for cell type identification, all these methods assume the cell type annotation in the training dataset is completely and perfectly defined beforehand, and therefore, their performance may suffer when mislabelled cells are present in the training dataset.
In this paper, we propose a post hoc cell type identification procedure to correct for any potentially mislabelled cells in a scRNA-seq dataset. To achieve this, we formulate the task of cell type identification as a machine learning problem in the presence of label noise [26] , and apply a semi-supervised learning framework (named scReClassify) to identify potentially mislabelled cells and subsequently reclassify them to their correct cell types ( Fig. 1 ). Specifically, scReClassify first reduces the dimensionality of scRNA-seq gene expression data into principal components (PCs) and subsequently applies a soft-label learning step, an extension to our recently proposed AdaSampling procedure [27] , to create a model using the initial cell type annotations and reclassifies potentially mislabelled cells into their correct categories.
We evaluate the performance of scReClassify using both simulated datasets as well as real-world experimental datasets encompassing various tissues and biological systems. Our benchmark experiments and case studies demonstrate that scReClassify is able to accurately identify mislabelled cells in scRNA-seq datasets and reclassify them to their correct cell types. We envisage scReClassify to be used as a post hoc cell type classification tool, after standard cell type identification procedure has been performed, to fine-tune cell type annotations in scRNA-seq data analysis.
Results

Evaluation of scReClassify on simulated datasets
To study the behaviour of scReClassify in learning from and correcting the initial cell type labels, we first tested its performance on synthetic scRNA-seq datasets with 10% or 20% mislabelled cells (i.e. ρ=0.1 or 0.2). The left panels in Fig. 2a and b visualise the true cell types and the mislabelled cells in the initial cell type labels in the two simulated datasets. After applying scReClassify with either SVM or RF as the base classifier, most of the mislabelled cells were corrected (accuracy up to 99%) with very few remaining mislabelled cells.
Unsurprisingly, the performance of scReClassify is affected by the quality of the initial cell type labels and a higher mislabelling percentage in the initial annotation is likely to result in more uncorrected cells even after applying scReClassify (Fig. 2) . To investigate the relationship between the percentage of mislabelling in the initial annotation and the performance of scReClassify, we varied the range of ρ from 0.1 to 0.5 and assessed the performance of scReClassify on label correction of mislabelled cells using both mean classification accuracy and ARI ( Fig. 2c and d ). We found that in most cases scReClassify resulted in less mislabelled cells when ρ was set to less than or equal to 0.4 and, unsurprisingly, scReClassify was unable to improve cell type labels when half of the cells were mislabelled in their initial annotation (ρ = 0.5). In particular, scReClassify with SVM showed notably better performance than with RF according to both mean accuracy ( Fig. 2c ) and ARI ( Fig. 2d ). These results suggest that RF in comparison to SVM may be more susceptible to overfitting and therefore leads to less efficient correction of mislabelled cells. Overall, scReClassify shows a robust performance when the level of mislabelled cells is low, and this is particularly apparent when ρ ≤ 0.4 and SVM was used as the base classifier ( Fig. 2c ).
Determining ensemble size
One of the key parameters that may affect the performance of scReClassify is the number of base classifiers used to form the ensemble. To determine the minimum ensemble size required to achieve sufficient performance, we varied the number of base classifiers used to form the ensemble in scReClassify from 10 to 50 with a step of 10 and evaluated their performance using simulated scRNAseq datasets with five cell types and ρ ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 ( Fig. 3 ). We found the ensemble models of SVM and RF were better than their singles (i.e. ensemble size of 1) when the noise ratio was small ρ ≤ 0.2). However, only SVM maintained significant improvements when ρ increased to 0.3 and 0.4. Overall, the improvement of ensemble models over their respective single model was mild and an ensemble size of 10 was sufficient for achieving desirable performance of scReClassify.
Evaluation of scReClassify on experimental datasets
To test if scReClassify can correctly reclassify mislabelled cells in real-world scRNA-seq datasets generated from diverse biological systems, we introduced different proportions of mislabelled cells (ρ range from 0.1 to 0.5), as was done for the simulated datasets, to each of the four experimental datasets as detailed in Table 1 .
We found that in most cases scReClassify with either SVM or RF reduced the number of mislabelled cells. Fig. 1 An illustration of the scReClassify framework. a The initial cell type annotation. This is typically achieved by using a combination of biological knowledge and computational approach. b Correction of mislabelled cells using an AdaSampling procedure. The dimensionality of the gene expression matrix is first reduced by PCA and mislabelled cells are identified and reclassified to their correct cell types by using AdaSampling with either a support vector machine (SVM) or a random forest (RF) classifier or an ensemble of SVMs or RFs However, the improvements in terms of both mean accuracy and ARI are lower than those observed in simulations ( Fig. 4 ). One possible explanation is that there may be a proportion of mislabelled cells in each of four real-world experimental datasets even before the post hoc introduction of mislabelled cells. Furthermore, the performance of scReClassify also appears to be dataset dependent. For example, the reductions on mislabelled cells in the fetal liver development dataset [5] and in datasets that profiles different types of brain tissues [4, 28] are relatively higher than that in early human development dataset [1] . This may be due to the biological signal-to-noise ratios and unique structural properties inherent in each dataset. Consistent with the simulation results, scReClassify with SVM shows better performance than those from using RF. Also in agreement with the simulation results, a clear reduction of mislabelled cells is achieved by scReClassify with SVM when the level of noise ρ is smaller or equal to 0.4, and scReClassify is unable to reduce the percentage of mislabelled cells when ρ = 0.5.
Comparing the performance of scReClassify with baseline (calculated from the ground truth and the initial noisy cell type annotations) on the early human development dataset [1] , it appears that at ρ = 0.1 there is no improvement based on mean accuracy ( Fig. 4a ) but ARI indicates a clear improvement of cell type classification after applying scReClassify (Fig. 4b ). This is because the mean accuracy metric does not take into consideration the size difference of the cell types (i.e. number of cells annotated as Epiblast, Endoderm, and Trophectoderm are 122, 105, and 832) whereas ARI account for such size differences among different cell types [29] . This demonstrate the importance to measure performance using different metrics. Together, these results suggest that scReClassify can recover mislabelled cells in both simulated datasets and real-world scRNA-seq datasets even when a large proportion of the cells are mislabelled initially.
scReClassify identifies and corrects potentially misclassified cells in experimental datasets
Since the performance of scReClassify on real-world experimental datasets is lower than those from simulated datasets, we hypothesized that a small proportion of cells may be mislabelled in each of four real-world experimental datasets even before our post hoc introduction of mislabelled cells. We therefore applied scReClassify (using SVM as the base classifier) to correct the cell type annotation of each dataset obtained directly from their original study. This has led to the correction of 28 [1] , 12 [5] , 73 [4] , and 9 [28] cells corresponding to 2.6%, 3.3%, 2.4%, and 1.3% of all cells in each of the four datasets.
We next performed case studies to validate some of the cells that are re-classified by scReClassify to a different cell type from their original annotation. Specifically, for the early human development dataset, we defined three marker genes for each of the three cell types in the dataset As can be seen from Fig. 5a , the reclassified cell types fit significantly better to the marker genes than the originally assigned cell type for all six cells. Similarly, Fig. 5b highlights six cells from four cell types that are re-classified to a different cell type from their original cell type assignment in the fetal liver development dataset [5] . Again, the marker genes curated from literature clearly support these re-classification compared to their original cell type classification. Together, these results indicate that a small proportion of cells are quite possibly misclassified in their original studies and scReClassify can serve as an effective tool to identify and reclassify these cells to their most likely cell type categories.
Discussion
Cell type identification is an essential task in scRNAseq data analysis. While a large number of methods have been proposed for achieving this goal, current methods typically rely on some form of prior biological knowledge, orthogonal biological data and/or computational Fig. 4 Evaluation of scReClassify on experimental datasets. Varying percentages of mislabelled cells were introduced to each scRNA-seq dataset to create an initial cell type annotation with different level of label noise (ρ range from 0.1 to 0.5). The performance in terms of mean accuracy (a) and ARI (b) calculated from the gold standard cell type annotation (annotation of each dataset from its original studies) and the initial cell type annotation (baseline), and the scReClassify corrected cell type annotation. scReClassify was repeated 10 times to capture the variability and shown as boxes coloured according to the percentages of mislabelled cells techniques to assign cells to a set of possible cell types. These knowledge and empirical based approaches are likely to result in a small fraction of cells being incorrectly assigned to cell type. To fine-tune the initial annotations derived from experimental data, we proposed scReClassify, a post hoc cell type classification tool based on a semi-supervised learning approach. Taking the initial cell type annotations as soft-labels, it subsequently identifies and reclassifies potentially misclassified cells.
Current implementation of scReClassify does not take into consideration the sizes of different cell types in a scRNA-seq dataset. This is apparent when it is applied to early human development dataset [1] . While scReClassify did reduce the total number of misclassified cells according on ARI (Fig. 4b) , the reduction on average mislabelling rate across each cell type is less drastic. One future extension of scReClassify is to account for the unequal size of cell types which in supervised learning is known as imbalanced classification problem [30] . To this end, different sampling and cost-sensitive learning methods could be considered. Another related extension of scReClassify is to estimate and account for different percentage of mislabelled cells. That is, the percentage of mislabelled cells in each cell type may be different from other cell types in a scRNA-seq dataset. Therefore, the sampling probabilities applied to each cell type may need to account for such differences in order to overcome classification bias towards cell types that are large and with lower proportion of mislabelled cells.
In scRNA-seq experiments, rare cell types with subtle difference in their transcriptome profiles are more likely to be mislabelled than large cell types with distinctive difference in their transcriptome profiles in comparison to other cell types. Moreover, cell types that are closely related to other and located in the ambiguous regions of the decision boundary are more likely to be mislabelled. The current model does not account for such a nonrandomness in cell type mislabelling. Modelling the nonrandom mislabelling in the initial cell type annotations may lead to further improvement of scReClassify performance. In addition, we found the performance of scReClassify scales well with different numbers of cell types, ranging from 3 to 10. Yet, given that large scRNAseq datasets with considerably more cell types are increasingly common (such as the mouse and human cell atlas initiatives), it will be useful to assess the scalability of scReClassify on datasets with significantly more cells and much larger number of cell types.
While our application to the four experimental scRNAseq datasets show reclassification of a relatively small percentage of cells from their original annotations, suggesting that the original cell type annotations are mostly high quality, our evaluation experiments on both simulation and these four real-world datasets demonstrate that scReClassify is robust even when the noise level is significantly higher. Therefore, the utility of scReClassify could become more apparent when the original annotation less from perfect.
Conclusion
In summary, we have implemented a post hoc classification tool, scReClassify, to fine-tune cell type annotations generated using any methods in scRNA-seq datasets. As a simple, easy to use R package, we hope scReClassify will be a useful addition to the scRNA-seq data analysis toolkit.
Methods
The scReClassify framework
Here we summarise the proposed framework of scRe-Classify. Briefly, scReClassify (Fig. 1) expects an N × M expression matrix (denoted as X) with N being the number of cells and M being the number of genes. Importantly, it also expects that an initial cell type annotation of cells (denoted as y) is available. This initial cell type annotation may be inferred using prior biological knowledge such as cell functions, morphologies, physiologies and marker genes, and computational techniques such as PCA, tSNE, clustering and SOMs, or combinations of these approaches. Assuming both X and y are given for a scRNA-seq dataset, scReClassify performs post hoc cell type classification by first using PCA ("Determining ensemble size" section) to reduce the dimensionality of the expression matrix and then applying a semi-supervised learning procedure, AdaSampling ("AdaSampling and ensemble learning" section), to learn and adjust cell type labels for cells that are likely to be mislabelled in the initial annotation.
The PCA dimension reduction procedure
Due to the high feature-dimensionality (i.e. the large number of measured genes in each cell) and that only a small fraction of them are cell type-specific and therefore are informative for cell type identification, it is often necessary to apply dimension reduction techniques prior to downstream cell type identification and analysis [16] .
Starting from the original scRNA-seq expression dataset, which we denote as an N × M matrix as previously described, we apply PCA to perform dimension reduction. We select the number of PCs to use (M ) by first determining d, the number of PCs required to capture at least 70% of overall variability in the dataset. If d falls outside of the range of 10 and 20, we set M to either be 10 or 20 (summarised in Eq. 1). After the PCA procedure, the dimension of our original expression matrix will be reduced to N × M . (1)
AdaSampling and ensemble learning
Most scRNA-seq studies annotate each cell profiled in the experiments by its most likely cell type, and classify all cells into a finite set of cell types. Due to the technical limitations and/or limitations in current biological knowledge, the cell type annotation for a given scRNA-seq dataset may contain a proportion of mislabelled cells (a.k.a label noise and denoted as ρ). AdaSampling is a wrapper approach that couples a weighted sampling procedure with a probabilistic classification model for learning and correcting mislabelled instances in a dataset [27, 31] . Here we extend AdaSampling for multi-class classification and tailor its application for scRNA-seq datasets.
Let us denote the initial observed cell type labels as y i = k, where k ∈ {1, ..., K} and K is the total number of cell types in a dataset, and i denotes cell index, where i ∈ {1, ..., N} and N is the total number of cells. In a multiclass classification problem (K ≥ 3), the probability of a cell being mislabelled ε i can be estimated by a probabilistic classification model as follows:
where P(ŷ i = k|x i , y i = k, D ρ ) is the probability of the ith cell with a pre-assigned type of k been classified as a cell type that is not k by a given classifier trained on the dataset D ρ . Here x i ∈ X is the expression profile of the ith cell.
To identify these mislabelled cells and subsequently reclassify them to their correct cell types, AdaSampling starts by treating all cells with uniform probability 1 n of being selected and training a given classification model on D ρ that estimate the mislabelling probability of each cell using Eq. (2). Subsequently, AdaSampling applies a weighted sampling from D ρ in which each cell i will have a probability of 1 − ε i to be included in the updated training data D ρ,l (where l = 1, ..., L denotes number of iterations).
In other words, cells that are likely to be mislabelled (i.e. those with large ε i ) will have less chance to be included in next iteration of model training. This procedure iteratively improves the accuracy of the trained classification model by improving the quality of the cell labels included in training the model. Our previous evaluation suggests that only a few iteration is needed to achieve a good performance [31] . Our implemented package allows users to specify this parameter and a default of 3 iterations was used in this study.
The final estimation of mislabelling probability for each cell is ε i,L (i = 1, ..., N). A ε i,L weighted sampling from D ρ can be applied to generate the final training dataset D ρ,L+1 , and the classification model trained on D ρ,L+1 can be used to reclassify all cells in the original dataset D ρ . Alternatively, ε i,L weighted sampling can be performed multiple times and will result in D b ρ,L+1 , (1, ..., B) training datasets. Each of the dataset then can be used to train a base classification model. An ensemble classification of all cells in D ρ can be obtained by combining the classification probabilities of each cell from each of the base models.
Base classifiers
The AdaSampling framework, essentially a wrapper procedure, relies on base classification models to estimate the mislabelling probability of each cell in a scRNAseq dataset. In this work, we used either support vector machine (SVM) [32] or random forest (RF) [33] as base classifiers to provide such probabilistic estimates, but any other classifiers capable of providing probabilistic estimates can be used. Specifically, for SVM, the prediction probability of each cell is estimated using Platt's method [34] as follows:
where S is the support vector set and A and B are parameters (estimated by maximum likelihood) of sigmoid link function that converts the output f (x) from the SVM into a probability where α τ and β represent the coefficient and intercept term of a classification vector respectively, and exp(−γ ||x − x τ || 2 2 ) represents radial basis kernel. Note that we used one-against-one approach for multi-class learning with SVM.
For RF, the prediction probability of each cell is estimated from a collection of trees as follows:
where h(x|θ b ) denote classification tree, each parameterised by θ b by training on the bth bootstrap data sample and a subset of features randomly sampled from M . The round(.) function converts the probability value to the nearest integer to either 0 or 1. We estimate the probabilities by making a class prediction for each tree, and counting the fraction of trees that vote for a certain class. B is set to a default value of 100.
Simulated and experimental scRNA-seq datasets
We used both simulated and real-world experimental scRNA-seq datasets to evaluate the proposed method. To simulate scRNA-seq datasets, we used the Splatter R package [35] . Specifically, datasets with 3, 5, 7 and 9 cell types were simulated. The number of cells in each type was set to 100, the number of genes in each transcriptome was set to 10,000 and the probability of a gene being differentially expressed was set to 0.1. To simulate mislabelling, cell type label of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of randomly selected cells in each cell type group were flipped to the next cell type group. This was done for all cell types in each dataset and therefore introduced an overall of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% mislabelled cells in each dataset with known ground truth label. For experimental scRNA-seq datasets (Table 1) , the cell type annotation information from their original studies were treated as 'gold standard' for method evaluation. The same procedure, in which 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of the cells randomly selected in each cell type group were flipped into the next cell type group, was used to introduce mislabelled cells in each dataset. Both simulated and experimental scRNA-seq datasets were in unit fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) and were converted into log2(FPKM+1). Genes with more than 80% of missing values across cells were removed. This is because that while typically all genes are included in a scRNA-seq dataset, only a subset of genes are expressed. Therefore, many of the genes are expected to have no quantification and removing nonexpressed genes in a scRNA-seq dataset is a common preprocessing approach [36] . After filtering, these datasets were used to assess if and to what degree a method can correctly recover the mislabelled cells in each dataset. These datasets were used to assess if and to what degree a method can correctly recover the mislabelled cells in each dataset.
Evaluation metrics
The mean classification accuracy and adjusted Rand index (ARI) were used to assess the performance of cell type identification from each dataset. For each cell i in a scRNA-seq dataset, let us denote the observed cell type label as y i and the ground truth label (or gold standard label in the cases of experimental datasets) as s i , then the mean classification accuracy can be defined as follows: mean accuracy = 1 K K k=1 1 N k s i =k I ŷ i = s i (4) whereŷ i is the cell type given by the classification model, k ∈ {1, ..., K} is the index of cell types in a dataset with K cell types, I(.) is the indicator function, and N k is the number of cells the kth cell type. ARI is a measure of the concordance between two lists of groupings [37] and is widely used for benchmark performance of clustering method for scRNA-seq data. One advantage of ARI over mean classification accuracy is that the size of each cell type (i.e. the number of cells in each cell type group) is adjusted for in ARI whereas the mean classification accuracy does not distinguish between the different numbers of cells across cell type groups. Let y i , y i , and s i be the lists of cell type labels for each cell in a scRNA-seq dataset, then for any given two lists we can define a the number of pairs of cells labelled as the same type in both lists, b the number of pairs of cells labelled as the same cell type in the first list but as different cell types in the second list, c the number of pairs of cells labelled as different cell types in the first list but as the same cell type in the second list, and d the number of pairs of cells labelled as from different cell types in both the first and the second list. ARI is then defined as follows:
Abbreviations ARI: adjusted rand index; FPKM: fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads PCA: principal component analysis; scRNA-seq: Single-cell RNA-seq; SOMs: self-organizing maps; tSNE: t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding;
